


Meridian Premium Sound System 
with 14-Speakers 
Provides clear audio quality so that it can add comfort 
when dealing with traffic jams. Users can listen to their 
favorite songs from the Meridian Premium Sound System 
with 14-Speakers.

Relaxation Seats & Dynamic 
Body Care

Dual Panoramic Sun-roofVehicle to Load

Providing access to electricity anywhere and anytime 
through the vehicle. Users can take advantage of the 
existing electric power in the EV9 to turn on household 
electronic equipment or to charge other electronic batteries.

Adding a luxurious and spacious impression to the cabin 
with the presence of the Dual Panoramic Sunroof, while also 
allowing users to enjoy natural views and cool air through 
the sunroof.

Providing maximum comfort for passengers sitting in the 
second row through the Relaxation Seats and Dynamic 
Body Care features. Travelling long distances will feel very 
comfortable.

High Performance 
0 - 100 km/h only in 5,3 second
385 PS & 700 Nm

Battery Range
497 Km | 99,8 kWh
Ultra Fast Charging 350 Kw (+ 24 Minutes)

The images shown are for illustration purposes only and may not be an exact.



Blind-Spot View Monitor (BVM) Forward/Side/Reverse Parking 
Collision-Avoidance Assist
(PCA-F/S/R)

Surround View Monitor (SVM)Smart Cruise Control (SCC)

The images shown are for illustration purposes only and may not be an exact.The images shown are for illustration purposes only and may not be an exact.

Electric Flagship SUV to Advance Kia’s 
Sustainability Vision

Efficient Aerodynamic 
Performance

Aerodynamic drag coefficient of 0.28

Futuristic Bold 
Design

Robust exterior and spacious interior 
reflecting ‘Oppsites United’ design philosophy

Differentiated Space
Experience
2nd row relaxation-type seat 
option for enhanced space and 
comfort

Full-Flat Floor
Maximized spaciousness through flat 
floor based on E-GMP
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Contact

Member of                       GROUP 
PT. Kreta Indo ArthaPT. Kreta Indo Artha memiliki hak paten untuk memodifikasi model termasuk karakteristik, 

spesifikasi, perlengkapan, dan aksesoris. Materi dan foto hanya bertujuan memberikan 
gambaran terhadap produk. Bukan sebagai ketentuan pasti.

*Size shown are EV9 GT Line model

Tire and 
Wheel

GT-Line
21 Inch Alloy Wheel
285/45R21

Earth
19 Inch Alloy Wheel
255/60R19
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